
Learning colors and shapes is fun with a personalized book set featuring your child’s own name! Your child’s name appears on the cover. Write a special message on the title page. How to Personalize Your Colors and Shapes Books. Personalize with any name up to 12 characters, and a personal message of two lines, up to 40 characters per line. Check your personalization: accents and other symbols cannot be used unless otherwise stated. SHAPES felt quiet book page One page with velcro shapes to match to corresponding spot Great for keeping a toddler entertained quietly. Made mostly of felt. Take with you to church, a meeting, restaurant, in the car. This item is unavailable. Shape and Color Matching Velcro Quiet Book Page by SweetJuicyApril. Preschool Learning Activities Baby Learning. Infant Activities. Help your child learn their shapes with fun pictures books about shapes that preschoolers (and older kids) will just love! The final two-page spread presents all ten shapes together opposite boxes of colors making it easy to reinforce these two important concepts for children. Big Box of Shapes. by Wiley Blevins; illustrated by Elliot Kreloff, 2016. (Ages 2 – 5). When Lulu and Max discover a box of shapes, there is no end to their imagination as they combine the shapes to make new creations. Lulu and Max exude curiosity and kindness as they share the shapes with each other and work as a team while they build. Bright colors set against a white background make the shapes easily identifiable.